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Abstract: Tunnels are built in various sectors of infrastructure. Tunnels which are constructed in urban areas
face  lot  of  challenges.  The  tunnel  needs to be constructed just below the buildings, bridges, flyovers etc.
In this paper a TBM tunnel of 5.7m internal diameter is passing under an existing flyover. The tunnel is just
passing between the pile groups of flyover. Proper instrumentation and control on TBM speed is proposed to
avoid any other ground improvement techniques.
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INTRODUCTION Tunnel  will  be  primarily bored through fine sand

The tunnel will be constructed using a single EPB The groundwater level as shown is at a depth of 10.9
(Earth Pressure Balance) TBM which will be having two m from ground level.
drives, one for up line and the other for down line. The
segmental lining consists of six number precast segments MATERIALS AND METHODS
which include three numbers ordinary segments, two
numbers tapered segments and one number key segment. Codal Provision: Indian standard code IS: 8009 (Part-II) –
The grade of concrete to be applied for casting of these 1980 stipulates recommendations for settlement
segments is M50 [1-3]. calculation of deep foundations. The impact of tunnelling

The existing line at the location of crossing is an work by Bored tunnel on the existing line pile group
elevated  line  where  the  deck  slab  rests  on  piers foundation can be assessed by recommendations given
having pile foundations [4, 5]. The bored tunnels go in in this Indian standard.
between the three piers of this line, which bears the three
piers. Existing Pile Foundation: The pile group of the existing

Geology: A number of boreholes were conducted in the resting on silt which is cohesion less in nature. The water
entire stretch. The Location of Bore hole happens to be table at this area is quite high and can be found at a depth
the nearest to the intersection location of the alignment. of around 10 m below ground level. The piles are place at
Hence the geotechnical parameters provided in the Bore 3 x diameter spacing and are connected through a rigid
hole Log are considered to be representative of the pile cap of 2m thickness.
geology of this location. There is no rock presence of in
the stretch [4]. Proposed TBM Tunnel: The TBM tunnel is to be

The interpretations  made  from  the  data of Bore is segmental lining. The internal diameter of the tunnel is
Hole are: 5.7m. The twin tunnel is proposed in such a way that each

(SP-SM) and Silty Fine Sand (SM).

line is made of 1.5m diameter bored piles. The piles are

constructed by EPB tunnel boring machine and the lining
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Fig. 1: Pier and Tunnel Location

tube of the tunnel goes through centre of the two settlement. The settlement due to the existing line viaduct
adjacent foundations keeping maximum clear distance has already taken place. Now additional settlement can
from the piles. The vertical alignment is so proposed that happen due to tunnelling work if excavation for tunnelling
the centre of the tunnel remains at 11.3m below ground is done below the founding level of piles (due to loss of
whereas the founding level of the pile is at 37m below the volume of soil), or if the excavation is done within the
ground level. pressure bulb of pile or pile group (change of effective

Settlement Calculations: The settlement for pile group is tunnelling work is to be done much above the equivalent
to be calculated as settlement of an equivalent raft raft level which neither can cause volume loss of soil nor
assumed located at one third of the pile length above the can change the effective stress of pile group pressure
pile toe  with  stress distributed at a slope of 2(V):1(H). bulb. So it can be concluded that there will be no impact
This concept of settlement calculation mentioned is with on the existing pile foundation as the tunnelling works do
equivalent raft method [3, 5]. The location of equivalent not influence the pressure bulb zone of the existing pile
raft and stress distribution pattern for the pressure bulb group.
is as per Fig. 1 [2]. Following the same method the
location of equivalent raft and extent of compressible zone Numerical Modelling: Numerical modelling has been
are marked for the existing pile group foundations. performed for prediction of settlement of piers due to the

Silt is a cohesionless soil and has very less or no construction of bored tunnel between the piers [1]. The
plasticity. There will be only immediate elastic settlement input data viz., material data sets used in the analysis and
in this type of soil. There will not be any consolidation results of the analysis have been provided.

stress in soil). It can be seen that the excavation for
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Fig. 2: FEM Model

Table 1: Pile Cap Parameters Vertical Displacement: It is observed that the vertical
displacement calculated below each pier is very less
during the construction of TBM tunnel. It is also decided
to reduce the speed of TBM to one forth of its actual
speed below this flyover.

Instrumentation and Monitoring: An extensive
instrumentation and monitoring of this location to be
carried out in order to monitor any movement, settlement,
tilt and strain as a result of tunnelling works which may
have the potential of causing an adverse effect on the
structure. A series of 3D monitoring targets has to be
fixed on the piers at the spacing of 3 m along the height of
the pier. In addition to the 3D targets four number
tiltmeters is to be installed at bridge deck location to
monitor any tilting of the structure.

Fig. 3: Pier 1 Vertical Displacement – P296
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Fig. 4: Pier 1 Vertical Displacement – P295

Fig. 5: Pier 1 Vertical Displacement – P294

The instrumentation is to be installed prior to the reference data. The monitoring frequency shall be twice a
starting of construction works. This will allow a period day when the TBM is within +30 m of the section of
where initial readings and baseline monitoring readings crossing of alignments. The following points is to be used
from the instrumentation will be obtained to provide a when deciding the frequency of monitoring.
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Table 3: Frequency of Monitoring
Distance from face Frequency

Settlement -30 m to 0 m Twice Daily
Monitoring 0 m to + 30 m Twice Daily

+30 m to + 60 m Twice Weekly
Points > + 60 m Weekly

Monitoring shall be repeated on same day if readings
were considered inconsistent.

If readings show a significant change, then the
frequency of monitoring is to be increased.
If there is an undesirable occurrence such as
excessive ground loss for bored tunnel or base
heave, the frequency of monitoring is to be
increased.
In no case shall the monitoring be stopped until three
consecutive readings show no change. 

RESULTS

The maximum allowable settlement of piers should be
less than 5 mm. In the settlement calculations it is
observed that the maximum settlement obtained is 1.4mm
in  Pier 295. Whereas the settlement are 0.745mm in Pier
296 and 0.796mm in Pier 294. In addition to this the TBM
speed is also reduced to one fourth, so that the settlement
is under control.

Instrumentation and monitoring is to be carried out
which gives a close monitoring of the piers. The trigger
value of settlement should be 70% of the maximum
allowable settlement i.e., 3.5 mm. The alarm value of
settlement  should  be  85%  of the maximum value i.e.,
4.25 mm.

CONCLUSION

It is observed that TBM tunnel passing in between
the pier foundations of existing flyover with proper TBM
speed and instrumentation, there is a scope to optimize
the ground improvement techniques. While following
these points, one can avoid going for any costly ground
improvement proposals. Lot of such kind of tunnels under
pile foundations or below large raft foundations can be
analyzed and taken as a research topic. The scope for
optimization is also wide in this topic.
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